Transferring the state of an information carrier from a sender to a receiver is an essential primitive in both classical and quantum communication and information processing. In a quantum process known as teleportation the unknown state of a quantum bit can be relayed to a distant party using shared entanglement and classical information. Here we present experiments in a solid-state system based on superconducting quantum circuits demonstrating the teleportation of the state of a qubit at the macroscopic scale. In our experiments teleportation is realized deterministically with high efficiency and achieves a high rate of transferred qubit states. This constitutes a significant step towards the realization of repeaters for quantum communication at microwave frequencies and broadens the tool set for quantum information processing with superconducting circuits.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Engineered man-made macroscopic quantum systems based on superconducting electronic circuits are extremely attractive for experimentally exploring diverse questions in quantum information science [1, 2] . At the current state of the art quantum bits (qubits) are fabricated, initialized, controlled, read-out and coupled to each other in simple circuits to realize basic logic gates [3, 4] , to create complex entangled states [5, 6] , to demonstrate algorithms [7, 8] and error correction [9] . The continuous improvement of coherence properties [10] points at a promising future for developing quantum technology based on superconducting circuits.
A central challenge that will become increasingly important in future setups is the integration of many components in networks with arbitrary connecting topology on a planar chip. For the experiments discussed in this work we have developped a chip-based superconducting circuit architecture [11, 12] which uses cross-overs allowing to create such networks. In this architecture superconducting qubits are coupled to one or two resonators at the intersections of a set of vertical and horizontal transmission lines forming a grid [13] . This feature provides qubit/qubit coupling across horizontal and vertical resonators. In addition, high fidelity single-shot read-out of single and joint two-qubit states is realized in dispersive measurements making use of low-noise parametric amplifiers [14, 15] . We demonstrate the power of such an architecture by realizing a deterministic quantum teleportation protocol, where all these ingredients of the circuit quantum electrodynamics toolbox are exploited. At a rate of 40 · 10 3 events/s, exceeding many reported implementations of teleportation, quantum states are teleported over a distance of 6 mm between two macroscopic quantum systems. The teleportation process is demonstrated to succeed with order unit probability for any input state due to our ability to deterministically prepare * These authors contributed equally to this work. maximally entangled two-qubit states on demand as a resource and distinguish all four two-qubit Bell states in a single measurement during teleportation.
II. TELEPORTATION
Quantum teleportation describes the process of transferring an unknown quantum state between two parties at two different physical locations making use of the nonlocal correlations provided by an entangled pair shared between the two and the exchange of classical information [16] . This concept plays a central role in extending the range of quantum communication using quantum repeaters [17, 18] and can also be used to implement logic gates for universal quantum computation [19] .
In the original teleportation protocol [16] , the unknown state |ψ in of qubit Q1 in possession of the sender is transferred to the receiver's qubit Q3, see Fig. 1 a) . To enable this task, sender and receiver prepare in advance a maximally entangled (Bell) state between an ancillary qubit Q2 and Q3. Then the sender performs a measurement of Q1 and Q2 in the Bell basis which projects the two qubits in his possession onto one of the four possible Bell states |Φ ± = (|00 ± |11 ) / √ 2 and |Ψ ± = (|01 ± |10 ) / √ 2. As a consequence the receiver's qubit Q3 is projected instantaneously onto a state |ψ out = {1,σ x ,σ z , iσ y } |ψ in , which differs from the input state |ψ in only by a single qubit rotation, depending on the four possible measurement results. To always recover the original state |ψ in the receiver can rotate the output state of Q3 conditioned on the outcome of the Bell measurement communicated to the receiver as two bits of information via a classical channel. This final step is frequently referred to as feedforward, since the outcome of a measurement performed on one part is used to control the other part of the same quantum system. This is in contrast to acting back on the same quantum system in a feed-back process.
The success of the teleportation protocol in every instance with unit fidelity is counterintuitive from a classical point of view. The receiver's qubit does not interact with any other qubit after |ψ in is prepared. The classical information sent by the sender is not sufficient to perfectly recreate |ψ in at the receiver. Indeed assuming no entanglement between sender and receiver one can replicate the sender's state at best with a fidelity of 2/3 [20] since only a fraction of information about |ψ in is obtained by a single projective measurement. Even if it were in principle possible to acquire complete knowledge of the state in a single measurement, the reconstruction of the state by sharing 2 bits of classical information would succeed only with 87 % fidelity [21] .
In pioneering work the teleportation protocol was first implemented with single photons [22] over lab-scale distances and later also over km-scale distances in free space [23] [24] [25] . However, in these experiments only two out of four Bell states are distinguished unambiguously limiting the efficiency of the protocol to 50 % at best. A proof of principle experiment which can distinguish all four Bell states was implemented using non-linear photon interaction [26] but the efficiency of the detection step is much below 1 %. With photonic continuous-variable states teleportation has been achieved deterministically for all measurement outcomes and the final conditional rotation has been implemented to complete the teleportation protocol [27, 28] . In atomic qubits fully deterministic quantum teleportation has been realized over micrometer scale distances with ions in the same trap [29, 30] . Non-deterministically the protocol has also been implemented between ions in different traps [31] and in atomic ensembles [32] . Using nuclear magnetic resonance techniques for spin ensembles a teleportation-like protocol was implemented over interatomic distances by replacing the read-out and feed-forward step with dephasing and conditioned unitary operations [33] .
Previously, we have implemented a teleportation protocol in superconducting circuits up to the single-shot measurement step [34] . In that experiment three superconducting qubits were coupled to a single transmission line resonator which was used as a quantum bus [35] and for an averaged joint read-out of all qubits [36] . Full three-qubit quantum state tomography was performed at the last step to show that the resulting state of all three qubits is a genuine tripartite entangled state. In postprocessing this state was projected onto the basis states of the two sender qubits to characterize the coherent part of the teleportation protocol [34] .
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In the realization of teleportation presented here, we use three superconducting transmon qubits [37] (Q1, Q2, Q3) coupled to three superconducting coplanar waveguide resonators (R1, R2, R3) in the circuit quantum electrodynamic setup [11] shown in Fig. 2 . At the sender, qubits Q1 and Q2 are coupled capacitively to resonator R1, at the receiver Q3 is coupled to R3. In addition, Q2 and Q3 are coupled to R2 to distribute entanglement between the two parties. We perform single qubit rotations by applying amplitude and phase controlled microwave pulses through individual charge gate lines. The transition frequency of each qubit is controlled by individual flux bias lines. The resonators act as quantum buses [35] to realize two-qubit controlled-phase (cphase) gates [7] .
In about 15 % of the experimental runs we find that one or more of the qubits are initially in a thermally excited state (see appendix). These experimental traces are disregarded in our analysis. Alternatively, the initialization efficiency could be improved by using active initialization schemes [38, 39] .
Using single qubit rotations and a cphase-gate a Bell state with fidelity 93 % is created on demand between qubits Q2 and Q3 which is shared between the sender and the receiver, see blue box in Fig. 1b) . The state of qubit Q1 to be teleported is then prepared using a single qubit rotation.
In our setup, projective qubit measurement is naturally performed in the computational basis |00 , |01 , |10 , |11 [36, 40] .
To effectively perform a Bell measurement one can map the Bell basis onto the computational basis using a cnot-gate and a Hadamard gate as suggested in Ref. [41] , see red box in Fig. 1a) . We realize this basis transformation in our system by using single qubit rotations and a cphase-gate. Then we per- form a joint read-out [36] of the states of Q1 and Q2 by measuring the transmission amplitude and phase of resonator R1. A given Bell state {|Φ − , |Ψ − , |Φ + , |Ψ + } is transformed to the corresponding computational basis state {|00 , |01 , |10 , |11 } resulting in an output state |ψ out = {1,σ x ,σ z , iσ y } |ψ in of Q3. Since the Bell state measurement has four randomly distributed measurement outcomes, high fidelity single-shot read-out is required to identify each of these outcomes. In our setup this is accomplished by using a Josephson parametric amplifier [14, 42] .
A parametric amplifier can be operated in two different modes. In the phase sensitive mode [14] the amplifier has the highest gain and in principle adds no noise to one of the detected quadratures of the signal. In the phase preserving mode [43] the total gain is lower but both quadrature amplitudes of the detected electromagnetic field are amplified. In our parameter regime, these two modes allow for the possibility to perform a measurement and either post-select on only one of the four Bell states or to distinguish all four Bell states simultaneously with high fidelity.
If the measurement of Q1 and Q2 returns |00 , qubit Q3 is instantaneously projected to the desired state |ψ in without the necessity for additional rotations. This is achieved by operating the parametric amplifier connected to R1 in the phase sensitive mode [14] and optimizing the read-out contrast between the state |00 detected with a fidelity of (90.8±0.3) % and all other states |01 , |10 , |11 which are not distinguished with high fidelity from each other, see appendix.
With a second parametric amplifier a measurement tone transmitted through resonator R3 is used to readout the state of qubit Q3 with a single shot fidelity of (87.9 ± 0.9) %. State tomography of Q3 conditioned on a |00 measurement of Q1 and Q2 ideally occuring with a probability of 1/4 reveals the original input state with an average fidelity ofF s = (82.4 ± 2.3) %, see Fig. 6 . By characterizing |ψ out for four linearly independent input states |ψ in , we perform full process tomography of the state transfer from Q1 to Q3 to reconstruct the process matrix χ 00 . The teleportation process is realized with a fidelity of F p = (69.6 ± 2.3) % with respect to the expected identity operation.
We are able to map any of the Bell states to the computational basis state |00 on demand by applying π-pulses to Q1 and Q2 right before their joint read-out. This allows us to post-select individually on any of the four Bell states and to determine the corresponding process matrices χ 00,01,10,11 . The experimentally obtained process matrices are shown in Fig. 3a ) and agree well with the expected processes. The average output state fidelitȳ F s = (80.7 ± 2.0) % of all four processes is clearly above the classical limit of 2/3 [20] . This results in an average process fidelity when post-selecting on a single Bell state of F p = (69.9 ± 2.0) %, well above the classical limit of 1/2. The process fidelity F p is related to the average output state fidelityF s as
where d is the dimensionality of the input and output state. The output state fidelity is predominantly limited by the relaxation and dephasing of our qubits which affects both the effective gate-and read-out fidelity (see appendix).
Operating the parametric amplifier in the phase preserving mode [43] and recording both quadrature amplitudes (I, Q) of the measurement signal simultaneously we are also able to distinguish all four Bell states in one single measurement with a detection fidelity of (80.7 ± 1.0) %. Performing again state and process tomography we find an average output state fidelity of the transferred state ofF s = (72.5 ± 2.6) % and an average process fidelity of F p = (58.8 ± 2.4) % above the classical limits of 2/3 and 1/2, respectively. The process matrices (Fig. 3b) show prominently the characteristic features of the expected processes. The lower fidelities obtained with this method compared to the previously described method are attributed to the lower detection fidelity.
IV. PROSPECTS
The recent increase in coherence times in single qubit circuits [10, 45] may lead to major improvements of the fidelity of single-shot read-out and single-and two-qubit gates also in more complex circuits such as the one presented here. In addition longer coherence times facilitate the implementation of active feedback, which consists of a rotation of the output state conditioned on the outcome of the Bell measurement. This can be achieved using fast digital signal processing platforms [46] such as field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) which perform real-time data analysis to trigger the corresponding microwave pulses for the rotation of the qubit. Incorporating these developments in next generation experiments will allow the demonstration of deterministic teleportation with feed-forward and is an important step towards the realization of quantum networks with superconducting circuits.
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Appendix A: Sample Parameters
The sample consists of three superconducting coplanar waveguide resonators and three qubits of the transmon type [37] as depicted in Fig. 2 . The resonators R1 and R3 have bare resonance frequencies ν r = {7.657, 9.677} GHz, respectively. They are coupled by gap-and finger capacitors to their in-and output lines. The capacitances are designed such that the decay rate through the input port is approximately 100 times lower than through the output port providing the dominant decay channel for these resonators. The overcoupled resonator decay rates are measured to be κ/2π = {2.4, 2.5} MHz. The resonator R2 is not coupled to any in-or output line. Its resonance frequency is approximately 8.7 GHz and its decay rate is expected to be close to the internal decay rate [47] . From spectroscopic measurements we determine the maximum transition frequencies ν max = {6.273, 7.373, 8.390} GHz and charging energies E C /h = {0.297, 0.303, 0.287} GHz of the qubits Q1, Q2, and Q3 respctively, where h is Planck's constant.
Qubits Q1 and Q2 are coupled to resonator R1 with coupling strengths g/2π = {0.260, 0.180} GHz, and Q3 is coupled to resonator R3 with a coupling strength of g/2π = 0.240 GHz. The coupling of Q2 and Q3 to R2 is estimated from the transverse coupling strength (see below) to be g/2π = 0.2 GHz each.
For the presented experiments, the qubits were tuned to transition frequencies ν = {5.114, 6.004, 6.766} GHz with miniature superconductiong coils mounted underneath the chip [48] .
At these frequencies we have determined their energy relaxation times to be T 1 = {2.6, 2.4, 2.0} µs and coherence times T 2 = {1.8, 1.4, 1.2} µs.
Appendix B: Pulse Scheme
All biased qubits and resonators are separated in frequency from each other by at least 800 MHz to suppress cross-talk.
The protocol shown in Fig. 1b) is implemented with the pulse scheme depicted in Fig. 4 . Single qubit rotations are implemented by 12 ns long resonant gaussian-shaped DRAG [49, 50] microwave pulses. The controlled-phase gate is implemented by shifting the qubits with fast magnetic flux pulses to the avoided level crossing between the The pulses implement the creation of an entangled pair between Q2 and Q3 (blue), the preparation of the state to be teleported on Q1 (green), the basis transformation from the Bell to the computational basis and the subsequent readout of Q1 and Q2 (red), and the state tomography of Q3 (green). Gaussian shaped sinusoids represent the microwave pulses applied to the different charge bias lines of the qubits, sinusoids on the resonators represent the readout tones, and the squares labelled "cphase" represent the flux pulses that shift the frequency of a qubit to implement a controlled-phase gate between the marked qubits, where the interaction is mediated through the resonator indicated with a bar of the same color as the flux pulse.
|11 and |02 states of the involved qubits [7, 51] . The transverse coupling strengths of J
Q1,Q2
11,02 /2π = 17 MHz (between qubits Q1 and Q2) and J
Q2,Q3
11,02 /2π = 13 MHz (between Q2 and Q3) lead to pulse lengths for the cphase gates of t = {29.5, 37.3} ns, respectively.
The Bell measurement (Fig. 4 , red elements) allows to map any of the four Bell states to the |00 state by adding π-pulses to Q1 and Q2 right before the measurement tone. The π-pulses are implemented by changing the phases of the preceding π/2-pulses which is equivalent to adding separate pulses.
Appendix C: Qubit Read-Out
In order to realize single-shot measurement, the output signals of resonators R1 and R3 are amplified by individual Josephson parametric amplifiers [14, 42] . The parametric amplifiers are similar to the one used in Ref. [43] . They are realized as λ/4 coplanar waveguide resonators terminated by an array of eleven superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) which provide the necessary non-linearity and make the operation frequencies tunable by miniature superconducting coils on the bottom of the sample holder. The maximum frequencies for the two parametric amplifiers are ν max = {8.349, 10.141} GHz for R1 and R3 respectively. In order to provide a fast response to the provided input signals, high input capacitors for the resonators were fabricated which result in a measured linewidth of κ/2π = {334, 548} MHz in the linear regime. For the experiments they were tuned to have the maximum gain of G = {23.9, 23.5} dB with a 3 dB bandwidth of B/2π = {12, 55} MHz at the frequencies ν exp = {7.693, 9.712} GHz.
For the experiments in which we post-select on an individual Bell-state, the transmission of R1 was measured at the readout frequency ν ro = 7.693 GHz which is the mean value of the effective resonator frequencies for the qubits Q1 and Q2 in the state |00 and |01 . The parametric amplifier is used in the phase-sensitive mode by tuning its transition frequency such that the maximum gain was achieved at the readout frequency ν ro where it was also pumped. Preparing the four computational basis states |00 , |01 , |10 , |11 , applying a measurement tone at R1 and integrating the amplified transmission signal for 250 ns results in a distribution of the acquired signals as shown in Fig. 5a ). Since we optimized for the readout contrast between the |00 and |01 states, the mean values of the distributions of the integrated signals for these two states (blue and red bars in Fig. 5a ) have the largest separation. However due to the finite qubit lifetime, some of the |01 and |10 states decay into the ground state and are visible in the analysis as such. We choose a threshold for the integrated quadrature values to discriminate |00 from all other basis states |01 , |10 , |11 with a fidelity of (90.8 ± 0.3) %.
In the experiments in which we are able to distinguish between all four Bell states simultaneously, the readout frequency ν ro = 7.685 GHz is chosen to be the mean of the effective resonator frequencies for the qubits Q1 and Q2 in the state |01 and |10 . The parametric amplifier is used in the phase-preserving mode by detuning the pump frequency 6.25 MHz from the readout frequency. In this way the gain G = 20 dB at the readout frequency and the effective bandwidth are smaller than in the previous case, but both quadratures of the electromagnetic field are amplified. By preparing the computational basis states and recording the integrated transmitted signals of both quadratures (I, Q) simultaneously, we can map every measurement outcome to a point on the complex plane. By adjusting the pump power and frequency as well as the readout power we find settings which maximize the distinguishability of all four states by their location on the complex plane. Applying a resonant pulse between the |1 and |2 state just before the readout increases the contrast between the different states further. By choosing thresholds that divide the complex plane into four sectors (see Fig. 5b ) and assigning the corresponding state to all measurement outcomes in a certain area, we identify (80.7 ± 1.0) % of the prepared states correctly. 
Appendix D: Efficiency
In every experiment we apply a 500 ns long measurement tone before the beginning of the protocol to both resonators in order to verify that all the qubits are initialized in their ground states. When using the parametric amplifier in the phase-sensitive mode, we find that in about 15% of the cases, one or more qubits are in the excited state before the protocol. These measurements are then not considered for the data analysis, since the protocol did not start from the desired initial state. When the parametric amplifier is used in the phase-preserving mode the distinction between the ground and excited states in this measurement is achieved by defining a threshold forming a circle in the complex plane separating ground state measurements from thermally excited state measurements. Optimizing for a high output state fidelity we chose a threshold which discards 30% of all measurement runs, i.e. those starting in an excited initial state.
We emphasize once more that 85% (70%) of all runs of the teleportation protocol, i.e. those with qubits initialized in the ground state, are used in the analysis of the phase sensitive (preserving) measurements. This is in contrast to experiments in which optical photons are used as qubits, where the maximal reported efficiency is 0.1% [52] . Using active initialization schemes which have been demonstrated for superconducting circuits [38, 39] , the efficiency can likely be improved to approach 100% for sufficiently long qubit coherence times.
Appendix E: State-and Process Tomography
In order to characterize the process describing the state transfer from Q1 to Q3 we performed full process tomography. By performing state tomography on the output state |ψ out for four different input states |ψ in = |0 , |1 , (|0 + |1 )/ √ 2, (|0 − i|1 )/ √ 2 (see Fig. 6 ), we obtain the process matrix χ through linear inversion. For state tomography we measure a repeatedly prepared state with different measurement operators. This is implemented by applying either no pulse, a π/2-pulse about the x-or y-axis or a π-pulse to the qubit just before measurement.
Appendix F: Error Budget
The finite coherence and dephasing times of our qubits are a source of error which limit the output state fidelity. The fidelity of the measurement of Q3 through R3 affects directly the state fidelity of |ψ out . From the measured probabilities of correctly identifying the states |0 and |1 on Q3 we calculate the limit of the output state fidelity through this source of error to beF s = 94 %. In addition, the misidentification of the Bell states leads to an effective dephasing of |ψ out . This limits the fidelity further tō F s = 89 % andF s = 82 % for the case in which we postselect on one Bell state only and in which we distinguish all Bell states with each measurement respectively. Since both of these numbers are about 10 % higher than the actually measured fidelities, it is plausible to assign the remaining errors to the limited gate fidelities. Determining the gate errors independently shows that we perform single qubit operations with a fidelity greater than 98 % and the creation of a Bell state with a fidelity of 93 %.
